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Book Reviews

The royal manor and Liberty of Havering-ane-Bower in Essex con rained some
16,000 acres extending from marshes on the Thames nonh to Romford, fourteen
miles east of London. In 1964 Marjorie Keniston McIntosh began working in
extensive primary sources for a doctoral thesis on the manor's prominent Cooke
fa mily ofGidea Hall. In the early 1970s she turned to study the relationship be tween the crown and the manor. Tn Autonomy and Community: The Royal Man or
of Havering, 1200-1500 (Studies in Medieval Life and Thought, Cambridge
Univer ity Press, Cambridge 1986) she traces the emergence of a local aristocracy,
a commercial and individualistic society, and the process by which the tenants developed responsibility for local government. The vigorous, socially cohesive community
actively resisted crown encroachments, especially in judicial matters.
In the volume under review, McIntosh continues her analysis in greater detail
for the period of 1500-1620. Her point is that by 1620 the close- knit community
had fallen apart. The decline of the manorial court charted the collapse of resistance to crown advances. In 1500 the court, as a major agency of community life,
punished crimes and enforced community standards fo r personal behavior; in 1620
that historic role had vanished, and litigious residents took their cases to the Essex
quarter sessions and the impersonal central courts in Westm inster. Many factors,
McIntosh suggests, promoted the change: Proximity to London facilirated an influx
of new political, economic, and religious ideas and practices. Over time the gulf
widened between town and country, rich and poor, educated and unlettered. Women
found themselves squeezed out of economic activities and limited to their households. Political and social power subtlety moved from a group of over one hundred
famil ies to a few privileged landlords.
The preceding summary cannot do justice to the content of six very long chapters, eight appendices, and fifty-three table that detail the composition and dynamics of Havering's community structure. McIntosh compliments broad developments
with vignettes of the manor's incidentally interesting persons (Beatrice Davis, the
eleven-year-old serva nt who became an occupational casualty when she drowned
in a watering trough in 1560 while on an errand for her master fp 99]) as weU as
major figures (Sir William Ayloffe, who complained in 1610 that he djd not have
a pew in the parish church appropriate for his station as head of one of the community's leading families [p 199]). Researchers will find these and similar details,
as well as general theme s, quire accessible through the table of contents and index,
although persons unfamiliar with Havering should begin with the overview of the
manor in the Victoria County House of Essex (1978). The infrequency of comparisons with other manor or larger questions of community identification and auto nomy is a disappointment. On its own terms, however, A Community Transformed
is a major contribution to manor and village hi story and should be in every major
resea rch library.
Wm. Kent Hackmann
University ofldaho
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In this slim volume, lanfredi Piccolomi ni traces the figure of B rutus as it
appears in Renaissance literature from Dante to hakespeare. The image of the historical Brutus was transmitted to po terity by such classical authors as Lucan, Seneca,
and Plutar h, who saw Brutu ' assa ination of Julius Caesar as a noble but futile
deed, doomed to fail despite its high moral purpose. This apparently fixed image
went throug h ome notable transformations between the fou rteenth cen tu ry and
the seventeenth . Dante condemned Brutus to be gnawed in Lucifer's mon strou s
jaws for betraying hi benefactor and rebelling against God's historical design.
Leonardo Bruni redeemed Brutus, lauding him as a defender of the Roman republi c against a tyrann ical usu rper: from the most despicable of sinners, Bru tus suddenly be amc the greatest of heroes, a role he played repeatedly on the Renaissance
stage. For hake peare, Brutus was the lone moral actor in the brutal world of Roman
politics, a per on of such high principles that even his encmie recognized him as
'the noble t Roman of the m all'.
All this is well known, of cour e, and Piccolomini' brief remarks on these
major writers are neither novel nor penetrating. Even when he turns to more obscure
dramatizers of Brutus' deed - Marc Antoine Muret and Jacques Grcvi n in France,
Orlando Pescetti in ltaly - he is not particularly incisive or informative. H e gen erally remains descriptive rather than analytical, talking grandly and vaporously about
Brutus as a figure 'caught in the struggle between free will and destiny, expedie ncy
and morality, freedom and absolute power, the real and the ideal' (p 116), and in
the end he tells us rather less than we already know about Brutu in the Renaissance.
This fai lure is due in part ro a refusal to ponder what might have caused the
transformations he describes, adopting instead 'a view of culture and human events
interlocked in a ci rcularity where cause and effect arc practically in terchangeable'
(p xi ii). T hus, to cite on ly the most conspicuous example, Piccolomini offe rs no
explanation other than 'fashion' (pp 62-4) for Brun i's tran figuration of Bru tus
from inner ro hero. Though he includes Hans Baron in his acknowledgments,
Piccolomini says not a word about Baron's explanation of chi revaluation of Bru tus
as part of a new defense of civic values and republican libe rty, articulated by
Bruni and other civic humanists in the course of the long and bitter confuct between
the Florentine republic and the duke of Milan.
Baron's approach, which insists that ideas arc the product of particular
historical setti ngs and respond to identifiable events and concerns, runs contrary to
Piccolomini's intent to show 'how often life imitates art' (p xi). To support this
claim, Piccolomini merely describes a number of assassination plots, whether or not
Brutu was invoked by the conspirators as an inspirational model. Such lipshod argumentation and cavalier disregard for evidence is characteristic of a work in which
we are told that Bruni's D ialogi ad Petrum Paulum Hi.strum (composed 1401- 1405)
'found an alma t immediate echo' (p 61) in Cristofaro Landino's Commentary on
the Divine Comedy (written in 1481) and that the revival of classical antiquity, identified by Burckhard r as a hallmark of the Italian Renaissance, 'has been overlooked
or forgotten by his many followers in the revival of Renaissance studies' (p 63).
David Bornstein
Texas A&M U niversity

